Abstract. In the measuring technology of microscopy, in order to realize high focusing accuracy and also strong noise suppression, the author approves a new focusing method for microscopy on the base of principle of microscope imaging and focus. The method uses Canny algorithm to recognize the edge of the measured object. When the edge of the measured object is the narrowest, the microscope gets the best focusing. The experiment shows that compared with the classical focusing evaluation function, this method is characteristic of unimodality, accuracy, sensibility and noise immunity. The method is an autofucusing method with combination property, and it is especially suitable for high precision and speed microscopic measurement.
Introduction
With the development of modern manufacturing industry and detecting technique, the tool microscope is widely used as the detecting instrument and is becoming automatic and intelligent. Microscopy measurement is concerned about image acquire, feature extraction, target identification, auto focus and noise suppression. Among these, the autofocusing is one of the key techniques. So the focusing quality can effect the position, definition of the image [1] and the accuracy of measurement. At present, there are many focusing appraisal functions, such as VAR, EIG, ELI, and so on. But all kinds of focusing algorithm have different focusing accuracy, sensitivity and repeatability for the different images. And most algorithms are based on infinitesimal calculus and use the high frequency component to appraise the off-focus, so it is sensitive to noise. The acquiring image of the tool microscope is sketch of the measured objects and the outline is line. The aim of automatic focusing is to get the clear measured edge not all the edge. But the edge is easy to be falsely detected due to noise. So this paper proposes the Automatic focus evaluation function suitable to tool microscope with high antinoise ability, which we call BW method.
Principle of focusing
In the system of microscope and imaging, when the focusing is correct, one point light source A(x,y) of the object plane is imaged as one image point in the image plane. While when the focusing is off, one point light source of the object plane is imaged as one facula in the image plane.
Any optical image system can be thought as the ideal Gauss imaging system. One image edge can be considered as the superposition of images of countless point source near the edge. For simplicity, we discuss the focusing principle on the base the line edge vertical with the lord. When the focusing is correct, the image of the line edge is also a line, while the focusing is off, the image of the line edge is not clear and looks like a band. In order to describe the points in this area, we should construct one 2-demension coordinate with the edge direction as y , and vertical to the edge as x. in the microscope, the images from the acquiring system have the almost same gray value in the same y with the approximately 0 ) ,
. But the gray value of off-focus image is related to x in the space. The image points can be expressed as:
is Gauss function. When the scale of off-focusing is greater, σis greater. The gray value of the edge is showed in figure 1.
Fig1
The edge modle Form figure 1, we can easily see that when the focus is correct, the image of the edge approaches the step edge and the gray gradient of the edge is the bigger with the least width. While when focus is off, the edge of image is slope type with less gray gradient and bigger width.
Focus evaluation function and its measurement
Focus evaluation function.In micro-measurement, the accuracy is the first factor and the width of the image edge is smaller and the measurement is more precise. So, the basic standard of evaluating focus is the width of the image edge. The focus evaluation function with correct focusing and the narrowest image edge is the best function.
Let the maximum of the measured edge width be Bmax, the measured image width B, when the focusing is more clear, width of edge is narrower shown in figure 1. and the difference between B and Bmax is the biggest. So we conclude that the best evaluating focus function is B B F − = max （2） When F is bigger, the focus is clearer. When F is the biggest, the focus is complete. The edge width can be measured by the numbers of the edge pixel with complex computation. We know that the number of the pixels vary with the width of the edge. When the edge is narrowest, the number is least. So the form (2) can be changed as
Here NE is number of pixel in the measured edge and NEmax is the maximum. Confirm the edge poing.The traditional edge detecting algorithm include Roberts operator, Prewitt operator, Sobel operator(First order differential operator) and Laplacian operator、LOG operator(second order differential operator). Usually these operators use first derivative maximum points or second order derivative zero as the candidate edge point. And set the suitable thresholds and extract image edge. This method is simple, easy to realize and quick to compute. But infinitesimal calculus is sensitive to noise, so it is easy to be disturbed. So it is limited in practical use. In 1986, Canny proposed the best criterion to edge detecting, that is MSIR, positioning precision standards, and single edge response criterion, and then he deduced the best edge detecting algorithm. This method first use Gauss filter to smooth the image and use the window to compute the largest value and direction of the gray gradient, and then restrain the non-largest for the gradient graph, and apply double thresholds to detect and combine the edge from the candidate edge points.
However, Canny detector is sensitive to its parameter. For this reason, the input parameters were selected automatically and objectively using a method based on statistical correspondence which presented by Yitzhaky and Peli [9] . We would establish ground truth according to the method proposed in [9] . Then the best parameter set can be determined according to the Chi-square criterion.
Experimental Verification
The standard of focusing evaluation function is accuracy, unimodality, sensitivity, repeatability and practical applicity. This standard can be used for the rough focusing and fine focusing with different strict degree.
In order to verify the performance of BW, we do many experiments, including rough focusing, fine focusing and noise. We choose regular objects and use different methods VAR, EIG and ELI to compare with BW. In experiment, BW use 30 pixels as the focusing window , and the others use the hole image and the window.
Normalization.In order to compare the different functions on accuracy, unimodality, sensitivity, repeatability and practical application, we must put all the results normalization. Aiming at not changing accuracy, unimodality, sensitivity, repeatability and practical application, the position between the extreme value point and inflexion point and object distance must be invariable. So we choose the linear function to realize normalization, list in (4).
(4) Rough focusing.Rough focusing is the process of quickly determining the potential focus area using unimodality, in which fine focus is unnecessary. In this experiment, we mainly test the unimodality and repeatability.
(1)unimodality when the focal length varies in the step of 50μm in the range of 1.5mm near focusing clear area, the normalization results of focus evaluation function is listed in figure 2. From the figure 2, we can know that BW and VAR have a consistent convexity-concavity in the hole range without local maximum and good unimodality. This feature can be used to confirm the direction of step motor.
(2)repeatability in the many repeat focusings, the method with the least mean-square deviation is the best algorithm. We use different methods to focus the same object in the step of 50mm for 30 times. We find there exists little difference.
Fine focusing.Fine focusing requires the focus function is accurate and precise and has high sensitivity. In this experiment, we mainly test accuracy, unimodality, sensitivity, repeatability.
(1)unimodality when the focal length varies in the step of 1μm in the range of 170μm near focusing clear area, the normalization results of accuracy, unimodality, sensitivity are listed in figure 3. From the figure 3, we can know that BW, EIG and ELI have no local maximum and good unimodality. The unimodality of VAR is relatively bad.
(2) Accuracy The best focusing position computed by EIG and ELI are different from BW, which shows there exists difference between these methods. That is to say, in EIG and ELI, when the function value is the biggest, but the edge width is not the narrowest. While the edge width is the narrowest computed on the base of VAR and BW.
(3) Sensitivity From figure 3, we know that the sensitivity of EIG, ELI is the best, then the BW, last VAR. Anti-noise experiment.We changed the focal length in the step of 1μm in the range of 500μm near focusing clear area and then induced the Gauss noise and salt-and-pepper noise to the intake of image to test the ability of anti-noise. We focus the same object for 30 times. The standard deviation of focusing functions in noise suppression is listed in table 2.
Tab.2 The standard deviation of focusing functions in noise suppression

Conclusion
This paper proposes a new focusing method for micro measurement. From the above experiment results, we can know that this algorithm has high anti-noise ability with high sensitivity. And in the large range, there is no local maximum with good unimodality. All these will simplify the searching difficulty in the process of automatic focusing and narrow the range of searching, only to improve the focusing speed. On the other hand, this algorithm can reduce the complexity.
